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The Best I Can :
A Review of ‘A Good Man’
BOOK REVIEW BY LESLEY HOWARD

When I was a girl, I imagined a family different from the quiet, bookish,
mildly dysfunctional one I grew up
in. My husband and I would have
three or five kids (not four). All
their friends would be in and out
constantly. I would provide sugar
cookies and hot cocoa in the winter,
cherry popsicles and lemonade in
the summer. And I would be a writer.
As marriage and then children
arrived, I discovered I was quiet,
bookish, and mildly dysfunctional.
What’s more, I’d not become a
writer. I feared rejection, and the
time-consuming discipline such a
career requires. Though I dabbled
with words through my twenties,
early family life disrupted this
wholly, especially as my writerly
need for silence and calm conflicted with the needs of our two
boisterous boys. Yes, we stopped
at two. Any more seemed folly.
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After four years of mothering, my
temper was on a one-millimeterlong fuse, and I raised my voice
to alarming decibel levels when
lit. My hours were tangled in a
knot of frustration at the apparent
infinity of the labor of childrearing, which had supplanted both
my work in the nonprofit field and

my writing. I told myself parenting
had to be done just right or not
at all: organic everything, cloth
diapers, no screen time, no toys
made in China, no phthalates in
the shampoo, etcetera. Cleanliness
seemed paramount, even though
every time I swabbed the deck my
cabin boys immediately undid my
work. Half way through my younger
son’s third year, I found myself on
my hands and knees midmorning,
sopping up the seventh — yes, I
was counting — puddle of godknows-what. I started sobbing and
couldn’t stop. I called a therapist.
That kind soul talked to me for
an hour and suggested an antidepressant. I resisted. He persisted.
I researched medications. He
persisted. I relented and began a
modest dose of Lexapro. This had
side effects, but my fuse lengthened,
and I experienced what it looked
like other mothers experienced,
albeit unaided by pharmaceuticals: my kids didn’t drive me nuts
all day every day. It was OK to
have a sticky floor. It was OK to
let them watch thirty minutes
of TV while I scrubbed potatoes
for dinner. It was OK to nap with
them. It was going to be OK.
I quit the Lexapro two years later,
when both kids were old enough
for school. Turns out a few mornings of golden silence, plus intense
exercise, and more than two

consecutive hours of sleep are as
effective as antidepressants for me.
Both my boys are adolescents
now, and I’ve learned to forgive my
failings and savor my successes. I’ve
embraced Marshall Rosenberg’s
nonviolent communication
concepts to navigate the jellyfishinfested shorelines of teenage
moods. I find his logic intuitive:
practice self-empathy, the belief
you are doing the best you can with
what you have. Peace within oneself
leads to peace between partners,
peace in the family, peace between
neighbors, cities, states, nations.
So when I tuned in to an interview with Mark Shriver, the son
of Sargent Shriver and Eunice
Kennedy, I listened intently. His
parents’ “best they could” was better
than most. The couple founded the
Peace Corps (him) and the Special
Olympics (her), while raising
five children. Certainly Shriver’s
memoir about his father, A Good
Man, would reveal additional secrets
of good parenting — I continue
to seek a steady mooring between
parenthood and selfhood. I bought
the book in the five minutes
between carpool for cello lessons
and a dash to the farmer’s market.
The how-tos I hoped for aren’t there.
The book contains zero practical
advice about counting to three
(for the kids), or ten (for yourself),

and no funny anecdotes about
drinking during play dates. A Good
Man serves, rather, as testament to
and celebration of a son’s abiding
love for his father, buoyed with
speeches by and about that father.
Their family certainly lived the
open-door, welcome-all-comers
philosophy I’d imagined, as a child,
of manifesting as a parent. The
recounting of football games, water
polo, and general merriment verge
on stereotypical. A third of the way
through, I began to skim the pages
as I would a People magazine, for
scintillating glimpses into the celebrity component of the Kennedy clan.
After reading yet another quote
from one of Shriver’s speeches
before leaving for my turn as carpool mom, I indulged in a fantasy.
While our fifteen-year-old minivan
idled, loudly, at a traffic light, I
imagined conceiving and implementing a brilliant social change
project. At the subsequent honorary
dinner, I’d present an acceptance
speech my sons could quote in
their memoirs. The car behind me
beeped: green light, fantasy over.
Despite the disconnect between
Sargent Shriver’s life and my
own, Shriver the author’s selfconfessed failings and shortcomings humanize his book.

I couldn’t put it
aside unfinished;
that would be
like telling a personal friend to
shut up, already,
about their
father’s passing.
And I’m glad I stuck with it because
another theme was Shriver’s
spiritual practice: Sargent Shriver
attended morning mass. Every day.
Seven a.m. Seven days a week.
Through all the political drama,
Shriver “kept one eye on heaven.”
His mantra was that faith, hope, and
love have power. I recognized these
three words; they’re all over the selfhelp oeuvre I’ve immersed myself in.
Shriver ultimately develops
Alzheimer’s. But during a rare
moment of lucidity, he answers,
gracefully, his son’s query about how
it feels lose his mind: “I’m doing the
best I can with what God gave me.”
I wept here, but I don’t know if it was
from the spectre of Alzheimer’s or
from fear. Do I have a faithful anchor
that will grant me such grace?
Shriver the author asks this question
of all of us: do we have enough faith,
hope, and love remaining in our secular, post-911 world to do a “best”
that will provide our children with a
legacy of peace?
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I wondered if I would be a better
parent if I believed in heaven. And
what, then, of writing? How is
scribbling stories connected to
peace? Shouldn’t I volunteer in a
homeless shelter instead? I have
wrestled with this dilemma for
several years and Shriver’s book
had added weight to my opponent;
I was still floundering on the mat
when I revisited Priscilla Long’s
book The Writer’s Portable Mentor.

She notes that writing doesn’t
require martyrdom. It requires
fifteen minutes. Every day. Period.
For a while I found excuses to dodge
this minimal practice; the boys need
their breakfast, I need my exercise,
else chaos ensues! But Shriver’s
example haunted me, so for just one
week, seven measly days, I swapped
writing time with gym time.

I was still a good mom. And I was
writing.
Could writing be my legacy, my own
one eye on heaven? Maybe it could.
Whatever our diverse faiths, hopes,
and loves look like, be they writing
or eradicating poverty, daily practice
is daily practice is daily practice.
Our ideas of heaven have power. Let’s
keep one eye on them all the time.

LESLEY HOWARD is a freelance writer

who lives in Blacksburg, Virginia with her
husband, two adolescent sons, one dog, two
cats, and an assortment of bohemian dust
bunnies. She’s a founding member of the New
River Land Trust, volunteers for the New
River Valley Voices Juried Reading Series, and
blogs about the compatibility and chaos of
parenting and writing at artofpractice.com.
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